Julia Morgan: California's Gold

Julia Morgan, FAIA, is the first woman to receive the AIA Gold Medal. This California architect who designed over 700 programs, well, we just can't say enough about her. So we didn't. Instead, we invited architect and expert Sandhya Sood, AIA to give us her positive insights. Read more . . .
Legislative Update

Mark Christian, Hon. AIA, shed some light on two legislative updates this week—one concerning budget and the other AIACC-Sponsored legislation that was dropped.  

Read more . . .

Notes from the Second Floor

Change is hard. Change is good. It usually means growth is happening. However, no one said it was easy. What's imperative in times of change is a positive attitude, as Paul W. Welch Jr., Hon. AIA reminds us.  

Read more . . .

New Regulations to New Hire Pamphlet

Any firm owner needs to be aware of new changes effective Jul. 1, 2014. If you haven't already received notification from Risk Strategies Management as to how this affects you, we have all the links on our website within this posting. For more information click here.
You may be at Convention, but back in California . . .
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